This residence was already in very poor condition before earthquake. Appears uninhabited after further earthquake damage. Appears uninhabited but not confirmed, no repair work observed.

Prayer Hall, courtyard & front entry in midst of significant reconstruction.

Prayer Wheel building partially repaired, north wall has large hole covered with plastic sheet.

Condition of large prayer wheel: unknown.

Damaged toilet structures have been rebuilt.

Damaged residence required, now used as prayer room. Tent in front serves as vestibule.

Not sure about this section - look in photo.

New roof added to kitchen building.

Earthquake damage to roof & walls, no visible repairs. Unknown if if residence is habitable.

Storage structure was in poor condition before earthquake, no repair work to date.

Visible repairs to wall damage, assuming this is habitable (?)

Significant damage - repairs not visible unknown if habitable.

Previous W3 residence repaired, New red metal siding on eastern walls, assuming these are habitable (?)

This section appears to have significant damage at roof/upper walls, unknown if residence is habitable.

Building #2 expanded, assuming this is now a 2-nun residence but not confirmed.

Residence 5 has been demolished - assuming due to earthquake damage. It appears that materials reused to expand building #2.

Deboche Nunnery
2016 - Building & Site Updates
Based on photos taken by Joe Swann (AHUB) (as site trip) on trek to bio-gas project site
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* Note: Mingma Sherpa may have further updates & information to add to this document.